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Info-Sheet  
Geodesy and  

Geoinformation students of the  

Master’s program 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Hi, master students! 
 

Welcome to the TU Munich 

 
 

We, the student council („the Fachschaft”), would like to welcome you to the TU Munich. We hope 

you have a good start and would like to give you some information about studying here in Munich. 

We would like to meet up with you on 

 

Monday, 16 October 2023 at 08:45 a.m. in 1778 

(You can find the room via TUM-roomfinder or at https://nav.tum.de/room/0507.01.780) 

 

Technical University of Munich 

Faculty of Aeronautics, Space and Geodesy 

Willy-Messerschmitt-Straße 1 

82024 Taufkirchen/Ottobrunn - Germany 

 

 

Web: 

 Fachschafts page LRG: https://fslrg.de/ 

 Faculty page LRG: https://www.asg.ed.tum.de/en/asg/home/ 

Mail:  

 geodesy.fslrg@ed.tum.de   

 

https://nav.tum.de/room/0507.01.780
mailto:geodesy.fslrg@ed.tum.de
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Other Useful Information 

Information about TUM 

- Information about our university: www.tum.de 

- Information about the faculty: https://www.asg.ed.tum.de/en/asg/home/  

- For the study course Geodesy: https://www.tum.de/en/studies/degree-

programs/detail/geodesy-and-geoinformation-master-of-science-msc  

 

TUMOnline 

TUMOnline (https://campus.tum.de/) is our online portal. It manages your application process and 

is later the central contact point for the compilation of timetables and the registration for examina-

tions. 

 

„Fachschaft“ 

The student council for Aviation, Astronautics, and Geodesy represents all students. It consists of 

volunteer students from all semesters and courses of study of the faculty, who are committed to their 

fellow students at the level of higher education policy. The Fachschaft is also involved in many 

other areas, such as organizing festivals, printing scripts, and much more. 

If you want to join or for more information, please visit our homepage (https://fslrg.de/) or e-mail 

geodesy.fslrg@ed.tum.de. 

 

Every semester, a weekend seminar is planned, and the whole student body goes away to discuss 

current and upcoming topics. At the same time, the seminar is also an excellent opportunity to get 

to know fellow students from the other semesters. 

Curious? Just ask the student council. 

 

Mailing List  

There is a separate e-mail list for geodesy students to register. 

The Geodesy Department maintains its own newsletter about this mailing list, in which all relevant 

dates for geodesy students are announced 2-3 times a semester. If you are interested, sign up. 

(https://wiki.tum.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=649103128) 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.tum.de/
https://www.asg.ed.tum.de/en/asg/home/
https://www.tum.de/en/studies/degree-programs/detail/geodesy-and-geoinformation-master-of-science-msc
https://www.tum.de/en/studies/degree-programs/detail/geodesy-and-geoinformation-master-of-science-msc
https://campus.tum.de/
https://fslrg.de/)
mailto:geodesy.fslrg@ed.tum.de
https://wiki.tum.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=649103128
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WhatsApp Group  

 

For every Semester, we have our own WhatsApp group. Just join and 

already get to know each other. Also, we (the student council) are 

part of the group and will help you if you have any questions or 

problems. So don't be afraid to write in.  

https://chat.whatsapp.com/BAtcgUJWeGhEjbpw8kuHKd  

„Geodäten-Stammtisch“ 

Every first Wednesday of the month, there is a regular table of Munich geodesists where students 

from all semesters get together and discuss interesting topics and news, having one or two beers in 

an informal get-together. The place and time are usually announced via the newsletter.  

Dates: 

Start Wintersemester 2023/2024   01.10.2023 

Start of lectures      16.10.2023 

Still Questions? 

Contact one of the helpers during the get-together or the tour. Otherwise, the student council is 

always ready to answer your questions. You can also write a Mail to geodesy.fslrg@ed.tum.de. 

 

https://chat.whatsapp.com/BAtcgUJWeGhEjbpw8kuHKd
mailto:geodesy.fslrg@ed.tum.de

